
WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (No.13/93)

1.   HK Affairs Advisers for China
          The media reported extensively this week on China's second batch
          of HK Affairs Advisers. Names of the 49 advisers, including VC/P,
          were released by the media on 29/3. Two CUHK students called up
          RTHK's Chinese Phone-in programme, Talkabout, in the morning and
          criticised their VC, Prof Charles Kao for accepting the
          appointment. They urged him to explain the case openly to students
          and faculty. Throughout the day, a number of callers called up
          different phone-in programmes and expressed their opinions on the
          issue. While some callers expressed reservation on Prof Kao's
          acceptance, most callers disagreed with the students and said that
          it was good to have 9 academics as HK Affairs Advisers at this
          time. They expected the academics to give useful advice on behalf
          of HK.

          For the rest of the week, media attention on the issue was focused
          on the strong reaction from the Student Union of CUHK, who sent
          out a letter to the press on 29/3 and staged a demonstration on
          campus on 30/3. Prof Kao attended a public forum at CUHK on 31/3
          and explained his case to the students. The forum was widely
          covered by the electronic media on 31/3 and the newspapers on 1/4.

          Overall, public opinion as reflected in the phone-in programmes
          throughout the week was supportive of Prof Kao and critical of the
          strong reaction of the CUHK students.

          The papers noted that some students at HK Baptist College were
          also not happy to see their president being appointed.

          Some of the papers also quoted a UST spokesman's comment on VC/P's
          appointment. The spokesman noted that as education, science and
          technology were crucial to the continued prosperity and stability
          of HK, the appointment of VC/P and other local academics was
          evidence of China's concern in these areas.

2.   Outstanding Service Awards for tertiary Students 1992-3
          Ta Kung Pao (10/3) reported on the event, which was organised by
          the HK Student Services Association, and noted that 25 students,
          including one from UST, received the awards.
          Note: The UST student is Shirley Kwai-yu Hui of Bus. Mgt. (2nd
          year).

3.   Dr Ernest Scalberg, Pro-Dean of Bus. and Mgt. talks about MBA
     programmes
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (19/3) reported that Dr. Scalberg gave a talk at a
          seminar on MBA programmes.

4.   PAC Report on UST
          The issue was mentioned by another two papers. In its editorial,
          SCMP (24/3) quoted the UST "cost overrun" issue as an example and
          criticised the Govt.'s handling of the departure of the Chief
          Executive of the Provisional Airport Authority. On the other hand,
          Ta Kung Pao (25/3) published a letter from a reader who expressed



          dissatisfaction about the issue and queried why no one was held
          responsible for the "cost overrun".

5.   Winner of the Architectural Competition for the Design of UST Campus
     receives the Jean Tschumi Prize for his achievement in architectural
     education
          Five Chinese papers, including Sing Tao Daily (24/3), Ming Pao
          (24/3), HK Economic Journal (25/3), Wen Wei Po (26/3) and Wah Kiu
          Yat Po (26/3), reported that Prof K C Lye, Chairman of HKU's Dept.
          of Architecture and winner of the UST Architectural Competition,
          received this award. In his interview with Wah Kiu Yat Po, Prof
          Lye was quoted as saying that he has been unfairly treated as his
          winning design for UST was not used in the end.

6.   UST students receive the largest amount of Govt. subsidy
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (16/3) quoted figures released by UPGC and reported
          that in the academic year 1993-94, each UST student received an
          average amount of $260,000 in subsidy from the Govt., which was
          the higest among all the 7 tertiary institutions under UPGC.
          (Note : Due to fund loading, the current cost per student is high.
          As we approach steady-state, the cost per sutdent will be similar
          to that of other universities.  Last year, our cost per student
          was double.  With increase in enrolment, our costs have been cut
          in half.)

7.   The seven institutions under UPGC over enrol students
          Ming Pao (17/3) reported that the 7 institutions over enroled a
          total of 1,154 students in 1992-93.

8.   UST Student Union formed
          The Express (17/3) carried a feature on the birth of the union.

9.   HK Polytechnic is studying UST's proposed salary bar system
          In a feature on HKP's evaluation exercise of the academic
          qualifications of faculty members, Ming Pao (18/3) also quoted
          Director of HKP, Prof C K Poon as mentioning this fact.

10.  Prof Roland Chin of Computer Sci. talks about robot vision
          Sing Tao Daily (19/3), the Express (22/3) and the New Evening Post
          (24/3) picked up our press release on Prof Chin's lecture on robot
          vision delivered at HK Science Museum on 28/3.

11.  Prof Leroy Chang, Dean of Science awarded Ballantine Medal
          United Daily News (19/3), Ming Pao (19/3) and Wen Wei Po (20/3)
          picked up our press release on this fact.

12.  "Retraining urged for work on new airport"
          In a report with this headline, SCMP (22/3) quoted VC/P as saying
          that the Govt. should prepare for local engineers, technicians and
          managers to build and operate the new airport. He added that a lot
          of knowledge accumulated on this modern airport could be used
          elsewhere. Mr Mervyn Cheung of Humanities, was quoted in his
          capacity as Secretary of the HK Association for Continuing
          Education as agreeing with the retraining proposal.

13.  Both UST and CUHK will not adopt HKU's new process of selecting dept.
     heads
          The Express (20/3) reported that both UST and CUHK had no plans to
          follow HKU's new process of choosing dept. heads through



          nomination by faculty members within the depts.

14.   Sun Microsystems wins UST Contract
          Electronics Bulletin (Vol.11.No.9) carried a feature reporting
          that the Co. had won a contract to supply UST with workstations
          and servers. Dr Scott Deerwester of Computer Sci. was interviewed
          about the project.

15.   UST organises Polymer Processing Course (22-26/3)
          Sing Tao Daily (15/3) reported briefly on the course.
          (Note: our press release on the course was picked up by two other
          papers earlier.)

Note:
This review is based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week.
Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305
or ext. 6306). A set of the clippings is available in the Reference Section
of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is
for information only. All information recorded here is as reported in the
original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best
we are able when official translations are not immediately available.


